Concatenated retrieval of correlated stored information in neural networks.
We consider a coupled map lattice defined on a hypercube in M dimensions, taken here as the information space, to model memory retrieval and information association by a neural network. We assume that both neuronal activity and spike timing may carry information. In this model the state of the network at a given time t is completely determined by the intensity y(sigma,t) with which the information pattern represented by the integer sigma is being expressed by the network. Logistic maps, coupled in the information space, are used to describe the evolution of the intensity function y(sigma(upper arrow),t) with the intent to model memory retrieval in neural systems. We calculate the phase diagram of the system regarding the model ability to work as an associative memory. We show that this model is capable of retrieving simultaneously a correlated set of memories, after a relatively long transient that may be associated to the retrieving of concatenated memorized patterns that lead to a final attractor.